Red arrows mark driving route from Leonardo Hotel to BGU and back.

**Leonardo Hotel**
12 Henrietta Szold Street

**Main Entrance to Beer-Sheva**
Route 406 from the North
To Tel Aviv and Jerusalem
Called Yitshak Rager inside Beer Sheva

**Main Entrance to Marcus Family Campus**

**Ben-Gurion University of the Negev**
Marcus Family Campus

**Beer-Sheva North Train Station**
(Ben-Gurion University)

**Beer-Sheva Central Train Station and Egged (Bus) Station**

**David Tuviyahu Street**
Also labeled Eilat Street
Direction of dark blue arrow is route to Sede Boqer, Mitzpe Ramon, Eilat and points south

**Beer-Sheva**

**Leonardo Hotel**
12 Henrietta Szold Street